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L~atisti~a!.pa.culations~I$TA!)
To start a statistical calculation, perform the key operation ~ [I) (STAT)
to enter the STAT Mode and then use the screen that appears to select the
type of calculation you want to perform.
To select this type of statistical calculation:
(Regression formula shown in parentheses)

Press this key:

Single-variable (X)

II) (1-VAR)

Paired-variable(X,V),linearregression (y =A + Bx) [IJ (A+BX)
Paired-variable (X, V), quadratic regression
[I)L+CX')
(y=A +Bx + Cx")
Paired-variable (X, V), logarithmic regression
(y = A + Blnx)

(!J (In X)

Paired-variable (X, Y), e exponential regression
(y=Ae"-')

[ID(eAX)

Paired-variable (X, Y), ab exponential regression
(y=AB-')

lID (A'SAX)

= Ax")

ILl (A'XAB)

Paired-variable (X, V), power regression

(y

Paired-variable (X, Y), inverse regression

(y =A + B/x) lID (1/X)

Pressing any of the above keys (II) to !II) displays the Stat Editor.
Note: When you want to change the calculation type after entering the ST AT
Mode, perform the key operation @!!I1I)(STAT/DIST)II)(Type) to display
the calculation type selection screen.
Inputting

Data

Use the Stat Editor to input data. Perform the following key operation to
display the Stat Editor: @!iI1I)(STATIDIST)[IJ(Data).
The Stat Editor provides 40 rows for data input when there is an X column
only or when there are X and Ycolumns, 20 rows when there are Xand FREO
columns, or 26 rows when there are X, Y, and FREO columns.
Note: Use the FREO (frequency) column to input the quantity (frequency) of
identical data items. Display of the FREO column can be tumed on (displayed)
or off (not displayed) using the Stat Format setting on the setup menu.

66§68§75§

.

Important:
All data currently input in the Stat Editor is deleted whenever
you exit the STAT Mode, switch behveen the single-variable and a pairedvariable statistical calculation type, or change the Stat Format setting on
the setup menu.
The following operations are not supported by the Stat
Editor:1MtJ,@!jJIMtJ(M-),@@I(STO), Pol, Rec, +R, and multi-statements
also cannot be input with the Stat Editor.
To change the data In a cell: In the Stat Editor, move the cursor to the cell
that contains the data you want to change, input the new data, and then
press §.
To delete a line: In the Stat Editor, move the cursor to the line that you want
to delete and then press @).
To Insert a line: In the Stat Editor, move the cursor to the location where
you want to insert the line and then perform the following key operation:
@ II) (STAT/DIST)[I) (Edit)II) (Ins).
To delete all Stat Editor contents: In the Stat Editor, perform the following
key operation: @!!III) (ST AT/DIST) [I) (Edit) [IJ (Del-A).

.

Obtaining
Statistical
Values from Input Data
To obtain statistical values, press @9 while in the Stat Editor and then
recall the statistical variable (ax, rx', etc.) you want. Supported statistical
variables and the keys you should press to recall them are shown below.
For single-variable statistical calculations, the variables marked with an
asterisk (') are available.
Sum: rx", rx', ty', ty,!:.!:y, tx", rx'y, rx'
@!j)II) (STAT/DIST) [I) (Sum) II) to !II

Number of Items: n', Mean: x', y, Population Standard Deviation: ax',
Oy,Sample Standard Deviation: $x', Sy
@!!I1I)(STAT/DlST) (!J(Var) II) to m
Regression Coefficients: A, B, Correlation Coefficient: r, Estimated
Values: X,y
@!!III) (ST AT/DIST) [ID(Reg) II) to [ID
Regression Coefficients for Quadratic Regression: A, B, C, Estimated
Values: XI, Xz, Y
@!!III)(STAT/DIST)

. See
the
formulas.

table

[ID(Reg)

II) to lID

at the beginning of this section olthe manual for the regression

.

.£,.£" .£, and yare not variables. They are commands of the type that take
an argument immediately before them. See "Calculating Estimated Values.
for more information.

@Iffi II)(STATIDIST)(ID(Reg)rn (B)13
Results:

Minimum Value: minX., minY, Maximum Value: maxX., maxY
@!!)II) (STAT/DIST) lID(MinMax) II) to rn
(When the single-variable statistical calculation is selected.)
@!!)II) (STAT/DIST) lID (MinMax) II) to (!)
(When a paired-variable statistical calculation is selected.)
First Quartile: Qt, Median: med, Third Quartile: Q3
I!!iIII)(STAT/DIST)
lID(MinMax) lID to (ID
(When the single-variable statistical calculation is selected.)
Note: While single-variable statistical calculation is selected, you can input
the functions and commands for performing normal distribution calculation
from the menu that appears when you perform the following key operation:
@!!)II) (STAT/DIST) (ID(Distr). See "Performing Normal Distribution
Calculations. for details.

h

={1;1,

2;2, 3;3, 4;2, 5;1)), and calculate

the mean

~

To determine

STAt

@J1ID(STAT)II)(1-VAR)

113213313213

_

Results:

Mean: 3

~

[

1!9@!!) II) {STAT/DIST)(!){Var)lID (crx)13

[

L 1547005381

for y when

x

= 160

in the

Result:

8106.898

Performing
Normal
Distribution
Calculations
While single-variable statistical calculation is selected, you can perform
normal distribution calculation using the functions shown below from
the menu that appears when you perform the following key operation:
@!!)II) (STAT/DIST)(ID{Distr).
P, Q, R: These functions take the argument t and determine a probability of
standard normal distribution as illustrated below.

Population Standard Deviation: 1.154700538

To calculate the linear regression and logarithmic regression
correlation coefficients for the following paired-variable data and
determine the regression formula for the strongest correlation: (x, y)
= {20, 3150), (110, 7310), (200, 8800), (290, 9310). Specify Fix 3
(three decimalplaces) for resulls.

SfAT

@)1ID(STAT)rn(A+BX)

'

20 13 110 13 200 13 290 13 <i> <E\
7310 138800 13 931013

@@!jJII)(STATIDIST)(ID(Reg)lID(r)§)
1!91!!i11I)(STAT/DIST)(ID(Reg)lID(r)§)
@1!!iI1I)(STAT/DIST)IID(Reg)II)(A)§)

E-31

.

IiJ FIX

Keaa ~BDa

~ ... l .iiII
I

1!91!!i11I)(STAT/DIST)II)(Type)(!)(ln

AJeAX
o tOt

~t:

l

h

0 t

This function is preceded by the argument X, and determines the

normalized variate X.t _X~i

@!!)~(SETUP)<i>
(!){STAT) rn (OFF)
@!jJ1i!ID(SETUP)IID(Fix)1ID

315013

value

iii

~I' ~I~I

1!9@!!) II)(STAT/DIST)(!){Var)rn{x)§)

the estimate

regression formula produced by logarithmic regression of the data
in h. Specify Fix 3 for the result. (Perform the following operation
after completing the operations in h.)
1601mII){STATIDIST)
(ID(Reg)
(IDlY)
13 1
8106.8981

Important:
Regression coefficient, correlation coefficient, and estimated
value calculations can take considerable time when there are a large number
of data items.

and

population standard deviation.
@!!)1i!ID(SETUP)<i>(!)(STAT)II)(ON)
1§)2§)3§)4§)5§)<i><E>

2357.5321

Calculating
Estimated
Values
Based on the regression formula obtained by paired-variable statistical
calculation, the estimated value of y can be calculated for a given x-value.
The corresponding x-value {two values, x. and x" in the case of quadratic
regression) also can be calculated for a value of y in the regression
formula.

@
To input the single-variable data x = (t, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5), using
the FREQ column to specify the number of repeats for each items
(Ix.; freq.)

~

j

1

Linear Regression Correlation Coefficient: 0.923
logarithmic Regression Correlation Coefficient: 0.998
logarithmic Regression Formula: y = -3857.984
+ 2357.5321nx

.

For the singlevariabledata {x. ; fraq.}= (0;1, 1;2,2;1,3;2,4;2,5;2,
6;3,7;4,9;2, 10;1), to determine the normalized variate (~r) when x
= 3, and P(t) at that point up to three decimal places (Fix 3).

@!!)@)(SETUP)<i>(!)(STAT)II){ON)

[

0.9231

[

0.9981

[

-3857.9841

X)

@!!)@ii!)(SETUP)IID(Fix)IID@J
lID(STAT)1I)(1-V AR)
013 113213313413513613713913
s;."
10§)$<E\1

132131

13213213213313

413213113
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lal~1

m AK

STAt

Octal
@ 31m m(STAT/DIST)CID(Distr)(!)(~t)@

-0.762
iii fiX

STAt
I!i!iI

m

(STA

T/DIST)

CID (Distr)

m(POI!i!I

(II

@

0.223

Positive:

To enter the BASE-N Mode, switch to the binary mode, and

I

/

Bin
0000000000000000

Bin
111%)1
@ 10000000000000100

@I£J(DEC) ImIID(BASE)~m(d)10
I%)
m IID(BASE)~ rn(h) 10 I%)
@!!)IID(BASE)~

1 I§) (F)I%) 1 @

/

I

Continuing fr9m above, switch to the octal mode and calculate
78+ 18

Note:

.

@1]!!)(OCT)71%)1 @

.

Use the following keys to input the letters A through F for hexadecimal

values: 8(A), 8(B),
ffiii)(C), @(D), §J(E), G!i!)(F). In the BASE-N
Mode, input of fractional (decimal) values and exponents is not supported. If
a calculation result has a fractional part, it is cut off. The input and oulput
ranges is 16 bits for binary values, and 32 bits for other types of values. The
following shows details about input and output ranges.

.

Base-n Mode
Binary

Input/Output Ranges
Positive: 0000000000000000

~ x ~ 0111111111111111

Negative: 1000000000000000

:a x ~ 1111111111111111

E-33

To calculate 1510x 37,0 in the decimal mode, and then convert

the resultto hexadecimal,
binary,andoctal
@1£J(DEC)15~37@
555
@(HEX)
00000228
(§](BIN) 0000001000101011
I]!!)(OCT)
00000001053

Logical and Negation Operations

Oct

00000000010

[

36

You can use anyone of the following key operations to convert the currently
displayed calculation result to another type of value: ~(DEC) (decimal),
@(HEX) (hexadecimal), (§](BIN) (binary), I]!!)(OCT)(octal).

00000~~6

I

lID (b) 10 I%)

@!!)IID(BASE)~ @(o) 10 @

Continuing from above, switch to the hexadecimal mode and
@@(HEX)
calculate IF..+
I..

To calculate 10.. + 10,6+ 10H 10. and display the result as a decimal
value

Converting a Calculation Result to another Type of
Value

~

I§!)@(BASE-N)
(§](BIN)

00000000 ~ x ~ 7FFFFFFF

You can input a special command immediately following a value to specify
the number mode of that value. The special commands are: d (decimal), h
(hexadecimal), b (binary), and 0 (octal).

Press @ID@(BASE-N) to enter the BASE-N Mode when you want to
perform calculations using decimal, hexadecimal, binary, and/or octal
values. The initial default number mode when you enter the BASE-N Mode
is decimal, which means input and calculation results use the decimal
number format. Press one of the following keys to switch number modes:
~(DEC) for decimal, @(HEX) for hexadecimal, (§](BIN) for binary, or
I]!!)(OCT) for octal.

calculate112+ 12

Hexadecimal

Specifying the Number Mode of a Particular Input
Value

0.223

!"'"88!e;p~culaiibn~(84~Ejit

/

-2147483648:ii x::; 2147483647
Negative: 80000000 :; x :5 FFFFFFFF

Results:Normalized variate (~t): -0.762
P(t):

Decimal

P(Ans)

I

Positive: 00000000000 ~ x ~ 17777777777
Negative: 20000000000 :; x ::; 37777777777

,3.t

Your calculator provides you with logical operators (and, or, xor, xnor) and
functions (Not, Neg) for logical and negation operations on binary values.
. Use the menu that appears when you press m lID(BASE)to inputthese
logical operators and functions.
All of the following examples are perfonned in the binary mode (~(BIN)).

/
/

To detennine the logical AND of 1010, and 1100, (1010, and 1100,)
@ 1010@!jJlID(BASE)m(and) 1100@ 0000000000001000

To determine the logical OR of 10112 and 110102(101hor 11010,)
@10111!i!!11ID(BASE)rn(or)11010@ 0000000000011011
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